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a b s t r a c t

We consider the joint source–channel coding problem of stereo video transmitted over
AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading channels. Multiview coding (MVC) is used to encode the
source, as well as a type of spatial scalable MVC. Our goal is to minimize the total number
of bits, which is the sum of the number of source bits and the number of forward error
correction bits, under the constraints that the quality of the left and right views must each
be greater than predetermined PSNR thresholds at the receiver. We first consider
symmetric coding, for which the quality thresholds are equal. Following binocular
suppression theory, we also consider asymmetric coding, for which the quality thresholds
are unequal. The optimization problem is solved using both equal error protection (EEP)
and a proposed unequal error protection (UEP) scheme. An estimate of the expected end-
to-end distortion of the two views is formulated for a packetized MVC bitstream over a
noisy channel. The UEP algorithm uses these estimates for packet rate allocation. Results
for various scenarios, including non-scalable/scalable MVC, symmetric/asymmetric cod-
ing, and UEP/EEP, are provided for both AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading channels. The UEP
bit savings compared to EEP are given, and the performances of different scenarios are
compared for a set of stereo video sequences.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A key obstacle for the widespread adoption of 3D video
is stereoscopic transmission. The doubled amount of video
data to be transmitted can be a challenge for both wired
and wireless networks. Therefore, efficiently compressing
the 3D source video, while keeping a high quality end-user
3D experience, has been an active research topic.

For noisy channels, the video has to be protected by
error-correcting codes, but since these codes increase the
at IEEE International
ing (ICASSP), 2013.

ughi),
(P.C. Cosman),
number of bits to be transmitted, the error protection
should be cleverly applied. This tradeoff between source
coding accuracy and channel error protection in error prone
channels is a joint source channel coding (JSCC) problem
and is a well-studied area for single-view video sequences.
The work in [1] presents a comprehensive review on this
topic while the work in [2] applies JSCC specifically for
video transmission over additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channels using rate compatible punctured convo-
lutional (RCPC) codes [3]. The optimal point found by JSCC
varies over different AWGN channel signal to noise ratios
(SNRs). JSCC for single-view video sequences is also studied
for several wireless environments in [4].

One approach to video protection is to employ different
channel code rates for each video packet according to its
importance, which is a type of unequal error protection
(UEP). The importance of each packet can be determined
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by the estimation of the distortion in the reconstructed
video produced by each packet loss separately. The distor-
tion of the reconstructed video should be reduced when
compared to the reconstructed video protected with equal
error protection (EEP), where all video packets are coded
with the same channel code rate.

The JSCC scheme proposed here differs from prior cited
works in the way that it is formulated. For many image/
video JSCC problems, a typical optimization approach is to
fix a total rate of B bits and then determine the optimal
division of B between source and channel coding, where the
objective function could be the PSNR to be maximized. An
example of this type of optimization for 3D video can be
found in [5], where a weighted average of the PSNR of the
left view and the PSNR of the right view is used as the
quality metric. Formulating the optimization in this way is
problematic for 3D video sequences because although the
PSNR for the left view is well defined, as is the PSNR for the
right view, there is not yet any well-accepted way to
quantify the quality of the combined 3D video. A quality
metric for 3D video is still an unsolved and difficult problem
[6,7]. Maximizing the average PSNR subject to a rate
constraint would imply that left/right PSNRs of 20/40 and
of 30/30 produce equivalent average PSNRs, although the
subjective visual quality might be very different. Indeed, if
the rate constraint were such that one of the two views
could have distortion driven to near zero, so the PSNR
approaches infinity, the distortion of the other view could
be arbitrarily bad and yet the average PSNR would be
maximized. Our alternative approach to the optimization
is to fix the distortion or PSNR of each view to some level,
and then attempt to minimize the number of bits required
to achieve it. Putting the distortion in the constraint, rather
than in the objective function, allows one to choose two
separate constraints (one for each view). Therefore, the
particular goal of our JSCC scheme is to minimize the total
bit-rate, composed of source and error-correction bits,
while both reconstructed views achieve predetermined
PSNR values. The details of this scheme and of the end-
to-end distortion model are presented in Section 3.

Regarding only the source coding, a few aspects of the
3D video can be exploited in order to reduce the amount of
coded video and make the sequence more error resilient.
Exploiting the redundancy between the left and the right
views, the multiview video coding (MVC) [8] extension of
H.264/AVC applies disparity compensation for encoding
inter-view similarities, and motion compensation for
encoding temporal similarities. In our previous work [9],
we proposed a JSCC scheme using MVC and rate compa-
tible punctured turbo (RCPT) codes. The 3D video was
transmitted over an AWGN channel. In this work, we
consider video transmission over both an AWGN channel
and a flat Rayleigh fading channel, and exploit additional
aspects of the 3D video coding.

The first additional 3D video aspect exploited here is
related to binocular suppression theory [10–15]. This theory
says that the human visual system (HVS) is insensitive to
spatial errors which occur in one view only. This result,
determined experimentally, can be explained by the ability
of the HVS to compensate for missing information. Because
the visual cortex does not always receive perfect information
from both eyes, it must infer some information givenwhat is
provided. That can mean suppressing errors which occur in a
single view, while obtaining the necessary information from
the other. Binocular suppression theory has given rise to
asymmetric video coding, in which one view is coded with
higher quality than the other.

Another 3D video coding possibility exploited here is
scalability. Scalability incurs a penalty in rate-distortion
performance, but it has the advantage of allowing graceful
degradation if necessary to downscale the rate, and it
naturally allows the use of unequal error protection. Scalable
3D video coding will be addressed in Section 2, which will
also propose a scenario for the combination of multiview,
asymmetric and scalable coding for 3D video sequences.

The gains obtained with the JSCC/UEP proposed scheme
when compared with the JSCC/EEP approach are shown in
Section 4 for both AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading channels.
This section also presents bit saving percentages for several
scenarios, such as non-scalable MVC against scalable MVC.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Combining multiview, scalable and asymmetric coding
for 3D video

2.1. Multiview coding

The performance and transmission of MVC bitstreams
in error-prone channels have been studied in [16–20].
Some of the works on multiview streaming optimization,
as in [16], propose end-to-end distortion models taking
into account estimated packet loss probabilities for multi-
view video packets, but do not include channel error
protection schemes. The work in [17] has the same
characteristics, but includes a form of UEP by simply
setting a smaller packet loss rate for the packets in the
base view as well as the packets in the first 20 frames of
the other views. Another work [18] that studied the
transmission of multiview video sequences over error-
prone channels considered UEP through a selective packet
discard mechanism. Several error resilience techniques for
multiview video sequences are described in [19,20].

In this paper, the MVC base view is called the primary
view, and corresponds to the left-eye stereo view, while
the right-eye stereo view is called the secondary view, and
corresponds to the MVC enhancement view. Due to the
inter-view dependencies exploited by MVC, the distortion
estimations computed by our UEP scheme for the second-
ary view must also take into account the distortion
generated by primary view packet losses. The formulation
is described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

2.2. Adding scalable coding

The usual modes of scalability are temporal, spatial, and
quality (or SNR) scalability. Temporal scalability is achieved
when sub-streams of the scalable bitstream are coded
with progressively reduced frame rates. Spatial scalability
is achieved when sub-streams are coded with progressively
reduced spatial resolutions. With quality scalability, frame
rate and resolution are constant for all the sub-streams, but
each of them is coded with a progressively lower quality.



Fig. 1. Proposed scenario for spatial scalable MVC coding per GOP. One MVC bitstream is generated for the base layer and another MVC bitstream is
generated for the enhancement layer.
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For single-view video sequences, scalable bitstreams can
be obtained with the scalable video coding (SVC) [21]
extension of H.264/AVC. All types of scalability previously
described can be combined with SVC [22] and the final
bitstream can be generated with a base layer (BL), which is
compatible with H.264/AVC, and several enhancement layers
(EL). However, the same flexibility in the bitstream config-
uration is not supported by the standards for 3D video
sequences. Only a temporal scalable MVC bitstream can be
achieved with MVC by using the hierarchical prediction
structure. However, results such as those presented in
[23,24] show that temporal scalability in either just one or
both views gives good results for low motion video, but for
medium to high motion video, it may be unacceptable due to
a visible jumping effect. Although there is no standard-
compliant spatial or quality scalable MVC bitstream, several
non-standard variants have been proposed [25–28].

Other works proposed for 3D scalable coding video
sequences try to define the best mode of scalability for 3D
video. Early subjective tests with MPEG-2 in [29,30] show
that spatial scalability is preferred over quality scalability.
The reason is that in overall stereoscopic perception, espe-
cially for low bit rates, blocking artifacts produced by quality
scalability implementations are more disturbing than the
blurring effect produced by spatial scalability implementa-
tions. However, newer results in [31–33], indicate that the
perceived quality depends on the 3D display and also that
MPEG-2 may cause different artifacts than H.264/AVC on
coded video. According to these results, users prefer quality
scalability for polarized projection displays and spatial scal-
ability for autostereoscopic parallax barrier displays.

In terms of bit-rate coding efficiency, results in [33] show
that, on the average, quality scalability achieves bit streams
15% smaller than spatial scalability for medium to high bit
rate scenarios. On the other hand, for low bit rate scenarios
and quality around 30 dB (or lower), the achieved bit rate is
approximately the same. Results in [33] also show that, if
the primary view is encoded at sufficiently high quality and
the secondary view is encoded at low quality, users prefer
spatial scalability over quality scalability.

2.3. Adding asymmetric coding

Asymmetric coding is another possibility that can be
exploited for coding 3D video sequences. Due to binocular
suppression theory, asymmetric coding may provide simi-
lar perceived 3D quality with a significant decrease in bit
rate. Several papers propose asymmetric coding schemes
[11,34–37] where one of the views is significantly more
coarsely quantized than the other, or is coded with a
reduced spatial resolution, generating blurring at the
upsampling procedure.

In [38], subjective experiments showed that in the
asymmetric coding case, where one view is coded at very
high quality (40 dB) and the other view is coded at any
level down to a threshold value of approximately 33 dB,
the resulting stereo video is indistinguishable from the
symmetric high quality case of both views coded at 40 dB.
It was found that when both views are coded above their
corresponding thresholds, asymmetric coding is preferable
to symmetric coding at the same total bit rate, whereas
when one or both views are coded below its threshold,
symmetric coding is generally preferable. These thresholds
are employed in our JSCC problem formulation described
in Section 3.3.
2.4. Scalable asymmetric multiview coding

References [39–41] introduced scalability and asymme-
try into MVC. For the scalable coding, we use the spatial
scalability mode. As shown in Fig. 1, the primary view and
secondary view frames of a GOP are each low-pass filtered
and downsampled by a factor of 2 in both directions. These
are encoded with MVC, and constitute the base layer MVC
bitstream. The enhancement layer representations are
generated through upsampling and computing the resi-
dual views. These residual views are also encoded by MVC.
In our JSCC/UEP formulation, for both the spatially scalable
and non-spatially scalable coders, the reconstructed views
achieve predetermined PSNR thresholds of 40 dB/33 dB for
asymmetric, and 40 dB/40 dB for symmetric video coding.

It is important to note that the predetermined PSNR
thresholds are aimed at the final display and there is no
PSNR threshold specified for the quality of the base layer.
Comparisons of packet loss effects in both the base and
enhancement layers are shown in Section 4 and the
potential advantage of the scalable scheme over the non-
scalable one is discussed in terms of the subjective quality
of the received video.



Fig. 2. System block diagram.
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3. Problem formulation

The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The
primary and secondary views are compressed by an MVC
encoder. The encoded bitstream is then protected by FEC
and transmitted over an error-prone channel. UEP is
utilized, which provides different levels of protection at
the packet level through allocating different FEC rates
selected from a set of available code rates. At the receiver,
channel decoding is applied, where the erroneous packets
are detected and not used for display. The primary and
secondary views are then decoded by an MVC decoder,
where error concealment (EC) is done for the lost packets.

3.1. Modeling the end-to-end distortion

In this section, we model the end-to-end distortion of a
GOP of an MVC-encoded 3D video sent over a noisy
channel. The MVC extension of the H.264/AVC standard
allows encoding the macroblocks into slices for the sake of
error resiliency [8], such that each slice can be decoded
independently from the others. In this paper, each slice
contains a row of macroblocks that includes both the
header and payload (i.e. motion vectors, transform coeffi-
cients, etc.). We show by simulation that the model is
accurate in predicting the actual measured end-to-end
distortion for different packet loss ratios. The model is
then used in Section 3.2 to derive an estimate of the
expected end-to-end distortion. In Section 3.3, we use the
estimates for UEP.

We first consider the non-scalable MVC case. Let f ðvÞ

represent the original pixel values of view v of a GOP, and

f̂
ðvÞ

be the reconstructed values at the encoder, where v¼1
represents the primary view and v¼2 represents the
secondary view. We denote the pixel values of view v of

the GOP at the decoder as f̂
ðvÞ
. The distortion of view v is

the sum of distortions of all its pixels. It is common in the
literature to approximate the source quantization distor-
tion and the channel distortion as being uncorrelated
[5,17,42,43]. With this approximation, the expected dis-
tortion of view v of the GOP can be written as

DðvÞ ¼ Efcmseðf ðvÞ; f̂ ðvÞÞgþEfcmseðf̂ ðvÞ; ~f
ðvÞÞg

¼DðvÞ
SrcþDðvÞ

Loss; ð1Þ

where cmseðxðvÞ; yðvÞÞ is the cumulative mean squared error
(CMSE) between the pixels of view v of GOP x and view v of

GOP y, DðvÞ
Src represents the source distortion over the entire

view v of the GOP, and DðvÞ
Loss denotes the distortion

introduced by the channel due to packet losses. In (1), we
model the end-to-end distortion such that the source
distortion and channel distortion are additive, where the

precise value of DðvÞ
Src is computed at the encoder. To

compute DðvÞ
Loss for a set of lost packets, we assume that the

error signals due to individual losses from either the
primary or the secondary view are separate throughout
the GOP. For example, if a slice is lost at the top of a frame
and another slice is lost at the bottom of that frame (or
another frame), the error signals due to the loss of these
packets are generally independent. Using this assumption,
the CMSE contributions of the individual packets to the
CMSE of either the primary view or the secondary view of
the GOP are additive. To compute the channel distortion

DðvÞ
Loss for a set of lost packets, the model adds up the CMSE

values due to the individual lost packets. This additivity
assumption is also used for example in [5,44–49]. A CMSE
value represents the precise error propagated throughout a
view of the GOP, and we assume that it has already been
computed offline at the encoder for each packet of the GOP.

Now, we investigate the accuracy of the model in esti-
mating the end-to-end distortion of a GOP. In our experiment,
packets of an encoded 3D video are randomly dropped with
different PLRs, where 1000 random realizations are done for
each PLR. For the non-scalable MVC, for error concealment
we implemented linear interpolation for lost I slices, and slice
copy for lost P slices, such that a lost P slice is concealed from
its reference frame in the same view. Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows
histograms of ΔPSNR9PSNRm�PSNRest for PLRs 0.5% and
2% for the sequence ‘Oldtimers’, where PSNRm is the actual
PSNR measured at the receiver (that is computed between
the original uncompressed video and the lossy decoded
video) and PSNRest is computed by the model. The model
computes the end-to-end distortion using (1) that accounts
for both the source distortion and the channel distortion.
Histograms similar to the ones depicted in Fig. 3 were
obtained for the video sequence ‘Race’. We see that the
model is accurate in estimating the end-to-end distortion if
few packets of a GOP are lost in transmission. If the channel
gets bad such that the number of losses after the channel
decoder becomes large, the accuracy of the model decreases.
However, our JSCC scheme allows us to add as many parity
bits as needed to meet the quality constraints for a bad
channel condition.

The model adopted for non-scalable MVC can also be used
for estimating the end-to-end distortion of scalable MVC.
That is, we assume that the source distortion and channel
distortion are additive, and that the CMSE contributions of
lost packets are additive. This can again be verified by
realizing many channel realizations and different PLRs. For
scalable MVC, error concealment was implemented such that,
when a BL packet is lost, frame copying is used for the BL, and
EL information is preserved (linear interpolation is used for
lost I slices of the BL); when an EL packet is lost, an
upsampled version of the co-located slice of the BL is used
for error concealment [50], and if two co-located BL and EL
slices are lost simultaneously, frame copying is used for both.
Fig. 3(e)–(h) shows histograms of the errors for PLRs 0.5% and
2% for the sequence ‘Oldtimers’ for the scalable coder.

Table 1 shows the mean absolute value of ΔPSNR, which
is defined as jΔPSNRj ¼ ð1=NÞ∑N

i ¼ 1jΔPSNRij, where N is the



Table 1
Mean absolute value of ΔPSNR9PSNRm�PSNRest in dB for packet loss
ratios 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5%.

Video
name

PLR
(%)

Non-scalable Scalable

jΔPSNRjPri jΔPSNRjSec jΔPSNRjPri jΔPSNRjSec

Oldtimers 0.5 0.007 0.01 0.009 0.013
1 0.016 0.017 0.017 0.023
2 0.028 0.029 0.034 0.047
5 0.056 0.067 0.059 0.092

Race 0.5 0.017 0.018 0.029 0.030
1 0.036 0.045 0.079 0.073
2 0.089 0.105 0.142 0.150
5 0.226 0.278 0.237 0.239

Fig. 3. Histograms of error ΔPSNR9PSNRm�PSNRest for packet loss ratios 0.5% and 2% and video sequence ‘Oldtimers’. (a), (b), (c), and (d) Non-scalable
MVC and (e), (f), (g), and (h) scalable MVC. ΔPSNR1 and ΔPSNR2 correspond to primary and secondary views respectively.

1 It is assumed that the coded packets are lost independently (a
coded packet is composed of the source bits and parity bits). This
assumption holds for an AWGN channel. For flat Rayleigh fading
channels, independent losses within a GOP are obtained for an archival
video by interleaving GOPs such that each interleaved block contains at
most one packet from a particular GOP.
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number of realizations. The small jΔPSNRj values indicate
that the model is accurate in estimating the measured PSNR
values at the receiver.

We also investigate the accuracy of the additivity approx-
imation for particular packet loss patterns where two packets
are lost at the same time. We consider the following packet
loss patterns: (1) packets which are in adjacent rows within
the same frame, (2) packets which are located in the same
row in different frames (spaced apart from 1 to NF�1 frames,
where NF is the number of frames in a view of a GOP), and (3)
all other possible combinations of two packets. Fig. 4(a) shows
a histogram of all possible adjacent combinations, which
comprise 0.6% of all possible combinations, Fig. 4(b) depicts
a histogram of all combinations of two packets located in the
same row but in different frames, which comprise 6% of all
the possible combinations, and Fig. 4(c) is a histogram of all
the other combinations except the ones mentioned above,
which comprise 93.4% of all the possible combinations. We
observe that the model is not very accurate for some
combinations of packet loss patterns (1) and (2). On the other
hand, we observe that the model is highly accurate for all
other combinations. These observations show that the model
is inaccurate only for adjacent losses and losses from the same
row (which together comprise a small percentage of all
possible combinations) because in such cases, the propagated
errors may affect each other.
3.2. Expected end-to-end distortion

In this section, we derive an estimate of the expected end-
to-end distortion of a GOP of anMVC-encoded video sent over
a noisy channel using the model developed in Section 3.1.

3.2.1. Non-scalable MVC
In the following, Dðv0 Þ

m;v denotes the CMSE contribution of
the mth packet of view vAf1;2g to the CMSE of view
v0Af1;2g, and ~f

ðv0 Þ
m;v represents the reconstructed view v0 of

GOP at the decoder when the mth packet of view v is lost.
Also, PðvÞ

i is the probability that the ith packet of view v is
lost in transmission.

The CMSE contribution of the ith packet of the primary
view to the CMSE of the primary view is zero if the packet
is not lost, and is equal to Dð1Þ

i;1 ðq1Þ if the packet is lost,
where q1 is the quantization parameter used to encode the
primary view of the GOP. Thus, following the model
assumptions, the average end-to-end distortion of the
primary view can be estimated as1

Dð1Þðq1; rð1Þ1 ;…; rð1ÞK ;ΘÞ ¼Dð1Þ
Srcðq1Þþ ∑

K

i ¼ 1
Pð1Þ
i rð1Þi ; Sð1Þi ðq1Þ;Θ
� �

Dð1Þ
i;1 ðq1Þ;

ð2Þ
where K is the number of primary view packets in a GOP
(which is the same as the number of secondary view

packets in the GOP), and Dð1Þ
i;1 ðq1Þ is equal to

cmse f̂
ð1Þðq1Þ; ~f

ð1Þ
i;1 ðq1Þ

� �
. Packet loss probability Pð1Þ

i

depends on the packet size Sð1Þi in bits, the code rate rð1Þi

by which the packet is protected, and Θ, which represents
the channel characteristics;Θ¼ SNR for an AWGN channel
and Θ¼ ðSNR; TcÞ for a flat Rayleigh fading channel, where
Tc is the channel coherence time, defined in Section 4. In

this work, the quantity Dð1Þ
i;1 ðq1Þ is computed at the encoder.



Fig. 4. Histograms of error ΔPSNR9PSNRm�PSNRest for two packets lost in a GOP (see text for description).
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In addition, since there is no closed-form expression to
compute the packet loss probabilities, Pðr; S;ΘÞ, for the
RCPT codes, a lookup table is made by simulation, which
yields Pðr; S;ΘÞ for different ranges of packet sizes. The
probability Pðr; S;ΘÞ is obtained for packet sizes 250, 750,
1500, 2500, 3500, and 5000 in bits, and respectively used
for all the packet sizes in the ranges ½0;500Þ, ½500;1000Þ,
½1000;2000Þ, ½2000;3000Þ, ½3000;4000Þ, and ½4000;1Þ.

The distortion generated in the secondary view can be
formulated in a similar manner. However, since the error
due to a lost packet in the primary view propagates in both
the primary and secondary views, for the secondary view,
the CMSE contribution of lost primary packets should be
considered as well as the CMSE contribution of lost sec-
ondary packets. Therefore, the average end-to-end distor-
tion of the secondary view can be estimated as

Dð2Þðq1; q2; rð1Þ1 ;…; rð1ÞK ; rð2Þ1 ;…; rð2ÞK ;ΘÞ ¼Dð2Þ
Srcðq1; q2Þ

þ ∑
K

i ¼ 1
Pð1Þ
i rð1Þi ; Sð1Þi ðq1Þ;Θ
� �

Dð2Þ
i;1 ðq1; q2Þ

þ ∑
K

j ¼ 1
Pð2Þ
j rð2Þj ; Sð2Þj ðq1; q2Þ;Θ
� �

Dð2Þ
j;2 ðq1; q2Þ; ð3Þ

where Dð2Þ
i;1 ðq1; q2Þ ¼ cmse f̂

ð2Þðq1; q2Þ; ~f
ð2Þ
i;1 ðq1; q2Þ

� �
and

Dð2Þ
j;2 ðq1; q2Þ ¼ cmse f̂

ð2Þðq1; q2Þ; ~f
ð2Þ
j;2 ðq1; q2Þ

� �
. The quantities

Dð2Þ
i;1 ðq1; q2Þ and Dð2Þ

j;2 ðq1; q2Þ are computed at the encoder

and used in the simulations.2

3.2.2. Scalable MVC
Similar to the non-scalable MVC, an estimate of the

expected end-to-end distortion of the primary view for the
2 Computing the distortion values at the encoder side requires
decoding the whole GOP for each slice of the GOP. The computational
complexity of our algorithm at the encoder side is high and it can be done
offline.
scalable MVC case is given by

Dð1ÞðqBL1 ; r
ðBL1Þ
1 ;…; rðBL1ÞK=2 ; qEL1 ; r

ðEL1Þ
1 ;…; rðEL1ÞK ;ΘÞ

¼Dð1Þ
SrcðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þþ ∑

K=2

i ¼ 1
PðBL1Þ
i rðBL1Þi ; SðBL1Þi ðqBL1 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð1Þ
i;BL1

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þ

þ ∑
K

j ¼ 1
PðEL1Þ
j rðEL1Þj ; SðEL1Þj ðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð1Þ
j;EL1

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þ: ð4Þ

For the secondary view, we have

Dð2ÞðqBL1 ; r
ðBL1Þ
1 ;…; rðBL1ÞK=2 ; qEL1 ; r

ðEL1Þ
1 ;…; rðEL1ÞK ;

qBL2 ; r
ðBL2Þ
1 ;…; rðBL2ÞK=2 ; qEL2 ; r

ðEL2Þ
1 ;…; rðEL2ÞK ;ΘÞ ¼Dð2Þ

SrcðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ

þ ∑
K=2

i ¼ 1
PðBL1Þ
i rðBL1Þi ; SðBL1Þi ðqBL1 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð2Þ
i;BL1

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ

þ ∑
K

j ¼ 1
PðEL1Þ
j rðEL1Þj ; SðEL1Þj ðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð2Þ
j;EL1

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ

þ ∑
K=2

m ¼ 1
PðBL2Þ
m rðBL2Þm ; SðBL2Þm ðqBL1 ; qBL2 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð2Þ
m;BL2

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ

þ ∑
K

n ¼ 1
PðEL2Þ
n rðEL2Þn ; SðEL2Þn ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ;Θ

� �
Dð2Þ
n;EL2

ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ; ð5Þ

where in (4) and (5) Dðv0 Þ
t;l denotes the CMSE contribution of

the tth packet of layer lAfBL1;BL2;EL1;EL2g to the CMSE of

view v0Af1;2g, and PðlÞ
t is the probability that the tth

packet of layer l is lost in transmission. In (4) and (5),

DðvÞ
i;l ¼ cmseðf̂ ðvÞ; ~f

ðvÞ
i;l Þ, where ~f

ðvÞ
i;l represents the recon-

structed view v of a GOP at the decoder when the ith

packet of layer l is lost, and f̂
ðvÞ

denotes the reconstructed
view v of the GOP when there are no packet losses. The

quantity DðvÞ
i;l is computed at the encoder.

3.3. JSCC of 3D video for non-scalable and scalable MVC

The objective of our JSCC problem is to minimize the
total number of bits, which is the sum of the numbers of
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source bits and FEC bits of both the primary and secondary
views. For the non-scalable MVC, the objective function is
formulated as

min
q1 AQP1
q2 AQP2

rð1Þ
1

;…;rð1Þ
K

A R

rð2Þ
1

;…;rð2Þ
K

A R

∑
K

i ¼ 1

Sð1Þi ðq1Þ
rð1Þi

þ ∑
K

j ¼ 1

Sð2Þj ðq1; q2Þ
rð2Þj

0
@

1
A; ð6Þ

where R¼ fR1;R2;…;RNg is the set of available RCPT code
rates, and QP1 and QP2 are the sets of quantization
parameters. The optimization is done jointly over a pri-
mary view and the corresponding secondary view of a
GOP. Quantization parameters q1 and q2 are applied for all
macroblocks of the primary and secondary views of a GOP.

In minimizing the objective function (6), quality con-
straints must be satisfied. For the symmetric coding case,
we require that the expected distortions of the primary
and secondary views be less than or equal to a predeter-
mined threshold T1 at the receiver. However, for the
asymmetric coding case, we require that the expected
distortion of the primary view and the expected distortion
of the secondary view be less than or equal to two
different predetermined thresholds, T1 and T2. Using (2)
and (3), this can be expressed for both the symmetric and
asymmetric coding cases as

Dð1Þðq1; rð1Þ1 ;…; rð1ÞK ;ΘÞrT1

Dð2Þðq1; q2; rð1Þ1 ;…; rð1ÞK ; rð2Þ1 ;…; rð2ÞK ;ΘÞrT2; ð7Þ
where for the symmetric coding case T1 ¼ T2 ¼
10ð�40 dB=10Þ, and for the asymmetric coding case T1 ¼
10ð�40 dB=10Þ and T2 ¼ 10ð�33 dB=10Þ. The reason for choosing
the particular PSNR values 40 dB and 33 dB is explained in
Section 2.

The objective function of the JSCC problem for the
scalable MVC can be formulated as was done for the
non-scalable case. For scalable MVC, we have

min
ðqBL1 ;qBL2

;qEL1
;qEL2

ÞAQPs

r
ðBL1 Þ
i

; r
ðBL2 Þ
j

; r
ðEL1 Þ
m ; r

ðEL2 Þ
n A R

∑
K=2

i ¼ 1

SðBL1Þi ðqBL1 Þ
rðBL1Þi

þ ∑
K

j ¼ 1

SðEL1Þj ðqBL1 ; qEL1 Þ
rðEL1Þj

0
@

þ ∑
K=2

m ¼ 1

SðBL2Þm ðqBL1 ; qBL2 Þ
rðBL2Þm

þ ∑
K

n ¼ 1

SðEL2Þn ðqBL1 ; qEL1 ; qBL2 ; qEL2 Þ
rðEL2Þn

!
;

ð8Þ
where QPs is a set of 4-tuple quantization parameters.

Similar to the non-scalable MVC case, two constraints
must be satisfied in minimizing the objective function (8).
Using (4) and (5), these constraints are written as

Dð1ÞðqBL1 ; r
ðBL1Þ
1 ;…; rðBL1ÞK=2 ; qEL1 ; r

ðEL1Þ
1 ;…; rðEL1ÞK ;ΘÞrT1

Dð2ÞðqBL1 ; r
ðBL1Þ
1 ;…; rðBL1ÞK=2 ; qEL1 ; r

ðEL1Þ
1 ;…; rðEL1ÞK ;

qBL2 ; r
ðBL2Þ
1 ;…; rðBL2ÞK=2 ; qEL2 ; r

ðEL2Þ
1 ;…; rðEL2ÞK ;ΘÞrT2; ð9Þ

where for the symmetric coding case T1 ¼ T2 ¼
10ð�40 dB=10Þ, and for the asymmetric coding case T1 ¼
10ð�40 dB=10Þ and T2 ¼ 10ð�33 dB=10Þ.

In the two optimization problems introduced in (6)–(9),
different code rates are typically assigned to different pack-
ets. The code rate assigned to a particular packet depends on
(1) the size of the source packet as determined by the
quantization parameters q1 and q2 for the non-scalable MVC
source encoder, and by qBL1 , qBL2 , qEL1 , and qEL2 for the
scalable MVC source encoder, (2) the distortion the packet
generates if it is lost in transmission, and (3) the probability
that the packet is lost, which depends on channel character-
istics specified by Θ. To find the quantization parameters
and code rates that minimize the objective functions (6) and
(8), we search over a grid of QPs, where for the non-scalable
MVC the search is done over a two-dimensional grid
specified by vector ðq1; q2Þ and for the scalable MVC is done
over a four-dimensional grid specified by vector ðqBL1 ; qBL2 ;
qEL1 ; qEL2 Þ. The solution is obtained as a quantization vector
in the grid and a set of code rates, which together produce
the smallest total number of bits and, at the same time,
meet the quality constraints. The sets QP1 and QP2 in (6), and
QPs in (8), are determined for each GOP of a given video
sequence. To do that, for the MVC-non-scalable case, we first
perform a binary search over q1 and q2 to rule out the QPs
for which the noise-free encoded video does not meet the
quality constraints, and find the largest possible QPs, qðmaxÞ

1
and qðmaxÞ

2 , that satisfy the constraints. The ruled out QPs are
not considered for optimization since they do not meet the
quality constraints even in the absence of channel distortion.
The sets QP1 and QP2 are then defined as the sets whose
members are QPs less than or equal to qðmaxÞ

1 and qðmaxÞ
2 ,

respectively. For the scalable case, we perform an exhaustive
search over the QPs qBL1 , qBL2 , qEL1 , and qEL2 , to rule out the
ones for which the noise-free encoded video does not meet
the quality constraints.
3.4. Integer optimization

The optimization problems introduced in Section 3.3
are nonlinear integer programming problems, which can
be solved by the branch-and-bound (BnB) method [51].
The BnB method is based on binary variables [51]. For the
non-scalable MVC case, we transform each variable rð1Þi to
N binary variables xi;l (1r lrN), and each variable rð2Þj to N
binary variables yj;l, where x and y take values from the set
f0;1g. We then substitute rð1Þi with ∑N

l ¼ 1xi;lRl and rð2Þj with
∑N

l ¼ 1yj;lRl in (6) and (7). With these transformations, 2K
equality constraints are considered along with the inequal-
ities given in (7), which are

∑
N

l ¼ 1
xi;l ¼ 1; 1r irK

∑
N

l ¼ 1
yj;l ¼ 1; 1r jrK: ð10Þ

Now, we consider the scalable MVC case. We transform
each variable rðBL1Þi to N binary variables xi;l (1r lrN), each
variable rðBL2Þj to N binary variables yj;l, each variable rðEL1Þm

to N binary variables zm;l, and each variable rðEL2Þn to N
binary variables tn;l, where x, y, z, and t take values from
the set f0;1g. We then make the following substitutions
in (8) and (9): rðBL1Þi is substituted with ∑N

l ¼ 1xi;lRl, r
ðBL2Þ
j is

substituted with ∑N
l ¼ 1yj;lRl, rðEL1Þm is substituted with

∑N
l ¼ 1zm;lRl, and rðEL2Þn is substituted with ∑N

l ¼ 1tn;lRl. From
these transformations, 3K equality constraints must be
considered in conjunction with the inequalities in (9),



Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the code rates allocated by UEP to different packets
of ‘Race’, where SNR¼ 10 dB, and Tc¼2000.
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which are

∑
N

l ¼ 1
xi;l ¼ 1; 1r irK

2

∑
N

l ¼ 1
yj;l ¼ 1; 1r jrK

2

∑
N

l ¼ 1
zm;l ¼ 1; 1rmrK

∑
N

l ¼ 1
tn;l ¼ 1; 1rnrK: ð11Þ

4. Simulation results and discussion

Simulation results for AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading
channels are given in this section. Binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) modulation/demodulation is employed for
data transmission over the channel. Samples of the
received signal, at a given signal-to-noise ratio Eb=N0,
can be represented by y¼ αxþn, where Eb is energy-per-
bit, N0 is the one-sided power spectral density of the noise,
n is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with standard
deviation

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N0=2Eb

p
, and xAf�1;1g. For an AWGN channel,

α is unity, and for a Rayleigh fading channel, α has
Rayleigh distribution with Efα2g ¼ 1. The coherence time
of a fading channel, Tc, represents the number of symbols
affected by the same fade level, and assuming a block-
fading channel, each fade is considered to be independent
of the others. An interleaver is used to mitigate the effect
of error bursts due to the fading channels, and we used a
fixed size block interleaver with depth 500 and width 100.

Results are presented for two video sequences, ‘Race’
and ‘Oldtimers’, with resolution 640�480, where ‘Race’ is
a high-motion video that contains moving objects and
camera panning, and ‘Oldtimers’ is low-motion. We used
the JM 18.2 reference software (stereo profile) for encoding
the sequences, where each row of macroblocks of either
the primary or secondary view is encoded as a slice. We
used the JMVC 8.2 reference software for decoding the
MVC bitstream. The primary view frames of a GOP are
coded as IPPP…, the secondary view frames are coded as
PPPP…, and the GOP size is 20 frames.

We used turbo codes for channel coding. The turbo
encoder is composed of two recursive systematic convolu-
tional encoders with constraint length 4, which are concate-
nated in parallel [52]. The feedforward and feedback
generators are 15 and 13, respectively, both in octal. The
mother code rate of the RCPT code is 1

3, the puncturing period
P¼8, and the set of available rates is fP=ðPþ lÞjl¼ 1;2;…;2Pg.
An iterative soft-input/soft-output (SISO) decoding algorithm
is used for turbo decoding. We considered eight iterations to
compute the decoded word error rates.

Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot that depicts how the UEP
allocates code rates to different packets of an encoded video.
This scatter plot is for ‘Race’, where the video is encoded by a
non-scalable MVC encoder, SNR ¼ 11 dB, and the channel
experiences flat Rayleigh fading with Tc¼2000. Each point on
the scatter plot corresponds to a packet that belongs either to
the primary or secondary view. The x-axis represents the
normalized packet size, and the y-axis represents the inverse
of the allocated code rate (higher inverse of code rate
corresponds to more protection of the code). For a primary
view packet, the z-axis indicates the normalized sum of
distortions in the primary and secondary views if that packet
is lost, and for a secondary view packet, the z-axis represents
the normalized distortion generated in the secondary view if
the packet is lost. In this scatter plot, similar levels of
distortion are depicted with similar ranges of colors. Packets
which generate high distortions are protected with strong
codes. These packets are typically the particular slices that
generate significant error propagation if they are lost. We also
notice that for packets with similar levels of distortion, larger
packets are protected less than smaller packets. If two packets
generate the same level of distortion, the larger packet might
receive less protection than the smaller packet in order to
minimize the total number of bits.

We performed validation tests with many channel reali-
zations to see if the UEP solution obtained using the model
and the expected end-to-end distortion estimates (devel-
oped in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) meets the quality constraints
for realistic channel realizations. Fig. 6 shows the received
PSNR histograms of ‘Race’ and ‘Oldtimers’, where symmetric
coding is considered, and UEP is used for protection of the
encoded video over the channel. We see that the average
PSNRs meet the specified 40 dB constraints. In Fig. 6(a)–(h),
the percentage of received PSNRs which are larger than
40 dB are 87%, 93%, 82%, 82%, 89%, 85%, 88%, 80%.

In the following, we compare the total number of bits
required by UEP and EEP for different scenarios. By EEP, we
mean that all of the packets are protected by the best
single code rate, which is determined by exhaustive
simulation over all possible EEP rates. Each scenario is
specified by (1) UEP or EEP, (2) channel is AWGN or fading,
(3) non-scalable MVC or scalable MVC encoder/decoder is
used, and (4) symmetric coding or asymmetric coding is
utilized. In all of the comparisons, the percentage of bit
savings of scenario A compared to scenario B is defined as

e¼ #bitsðBÞ �#bitsðAÞ

#bitsðBÞ
� 100%: ð12Þ

Fig. 7 shows the results of non-scalable MVC and symmetric
coding for 100 frames of video sequences ‘Race’ and ‘Old-
timers’, and both AWGN and fading channels. Fig. 7(a), (c), (e),



Fig. 6. Received PSNR of the primary view, PSNR1, and the secondary view, PSNR2, for symmetric coding and both non-scalable and scalable MVC. Results
are obtained for 2600 channel realizations of the tested SNR values and Tc's. (a) Oldtimers, non-scalable, (b) Oldtimers, non-scalable, (c) Oldtimers, scalable,
(d) Oldtimers, scalable, (e) Race, non-scalable, (f) Race, non-scalable, (g) Race, scalable, (h) Race, scalable.
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and (g) shows the total number of bits, and Fig. 7(b), (d), (f),
and (h) depicts the percentage of UEP bit savings compared
to EEP. UEP always requires fewer bits than EEP. We also
observe that, as expected, fewer bits are required when the
channel SNR increases. For the fading channel, we see that,
for a particular SNR, more bits are required for a larger
coherence time. This is because when the coherence time
gets larger, the diversity order becomes smaller which
reduces the capability of a code to protect a packet, and thus,
packets need to be protected with a stronger code leading to
a larger number of bits. The average gains of UEP over EEP for
AWGN and fading channels are 11.6% and 13.4%, respectively,
for ‘Race’, and 13.7% and 16.2% for ‘Oldtimers’.

From Fig. 7, we see that the UEP bit savings decrease for
higher SNR values, which indicate that the UEP and EEP
performances become close for higher SNR values. This is
because, as the SNR increases, packets do not need much
protection, so both EEP and UEP can use high code rates. For
fading channels, we also observe that, for a particular SNR,
the UEP bit savings is higher for larger coherence times. As
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (e), and discussed above, for a larger
coherence time, EEP needs to protect the data with a lower
code rate. UEP can flexibly select from many available code
rates, leading to a higher bit savings over EEP.

Comparing the ‘Race’ and ‘Oldtimers’ results reveals that
the number of bits required for ‘Race’ (high-motion content)
is always higher than that of ‘Oldtimers’ (low-motion con-
tent), which is expected. An interesting observation is that
the percentage of bit savings of UEP is slightly higher for
‘Oldtimers’ compared to ‘Race’. For low-motion video, there
are fewer packets that should be protected using the strong
code rates, and these are the ones that contain high motion
and their error propagation cannot be concealed efficiently.
A larger number of low-motion video packets can be
protected with weak codes, which are the ones that belong
to the static background or very low-motion regions. These
packets generate an insignificant amount of distortion if they
are lost in transmission, since their error propagation can be
efficiently concealed.

Now we present the results for scalable MVC and sym-
metric coding. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the number of bits
required by UEP and EEP, and Fig. 8(c) and (d) illustrate the
percentage of bit savings of UEP compared to EEP for fading
channels. Comparing the results of Figs. 7 and 8, we see that
all the observations made for the non-scalable case are also
made for the scalable case. The average gains of UEP over EEP
for the fading channels are 17.5% and 19.5% for ‘Race’ and
‘Oldtimers’, respectively.

So far, we have presented results for symmetric cod-
ing. Asymmetric coding results are presented in Fig. 9 for
non-scalable MVC, and in Fig. 8(e) and (f) for scalable
MVC. The percentages of bit savings of UEP over EEP are
comparable to the symmetric coding case.

Fig. 10 compares the results of symmetric and asym-
metric coding for non-scalable video. In this figure, the
percentage of bit savings of asymmetric/UEP is compared
to both symmetric/UEP and symmetric/EEP. The average
gain of asymmetric/UEP over symmetric/UEP and sym-
metric/EEP for fading channels is 36.4% and 45.2% for
‘Race’, and 36.8% and 47.1% for ‘Oldtimers’, respectively.
For AWGN, the average gains are 38.3% and 45.4% for ‘Race’,
and 36.1% and 45.0% for ‘Oldtimers’, respectively. We made
similar comparisons between scalable/asymmetric and scal-
able/symmetric and obtained similar results.

We tested our JSCC/UEP scheme on three more video
sequences: ‘Ballroom’, ‘Akko & Kayo’, and ‘Mobile’. The
profiles of the results for these video sequences (not shown)
were similar to the ones presented for video sequences
‘Race’ and ‘Oldtimers’. The average percentages of bit
savings of UEP compared to EEP for symmetric coding
and flat Rayleigh fading were 11.5%, 15.6%, and 14.1% for
‘Ballroom’, ‘Akko & Kayo’, and ‘Mobile’, respectively. The
average percentages of bit savings of asymmetric coding/
UEP compared to symmetric coding/EEP were 45.6%, 40.3%,
and 38.9% for these video sequences, respectively.

It is also interesting to compare the performance of non-
scalable and scalable scenarios to see how much overhead
(coding inefficiency) is caused by scalability. By comparing the
non-scalable and scalable results, we observe that the number
of required bits for scalable MVC is always higher than that of
non-scalable MVC. Fig. 11 depicts the percentage of overhead
of scalable MVC compared to non-scalable MVC for ‘Race’ and



Fig. 7. Results for non-scalable MVC, symmetric coding, and AWGN and fading channels. Total number of bits required by UEP and EEP: (a) Race, fading, (c)
Race, AWGN, (e) Oldtimers, fading, (g) Oldtimers, AWGN. Percentage of bit savings of UEP compared to EEP: (b) Race, fading, (d) Race, AWGN, (f) Oldtimers,
fading, (h) Oldtimers, AWGN.
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‘Oldtimers’, and for symmetric coding. Comparable results are
obtained for asymmetric coding. Although scalable MVC has
an overhead penalty, scalability has an advantage if the
subjective quality of the lossy decoded bit stream is considered
at the receiver. When a BL packet is lost through transmission,
frame copying error concealment is used at the decoder, which



Fig. 8. Results for scalable MVC and fading channels. (a) Race, fading, symmetric, (b) Oldtimers, fading, symmetric, (c) Race, fading, symmetric,
(d) Oldtimers, fading, symmetric, (e) Race, fading, asymmetric, (f) Oldtimers, fading, asymmetric.

Fig. 9. Results for non-scalable MVC, asymmetric coding, and fading channels. (a) Race, fading, (b) Oldtimers, fading.
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Fig. 10. Percentage of bit savings of asymmetric coding compared to symmetric coding for the non-scalable MVC and both AWGN and fading channels. Bit
savings of asymmetric/UEP over symmetric/UEP: (a) Race, fading, (c) Race, AWGN, (e) Oldtimers, fading, (g) Oldtimers, AWGN. Bit savings of asymmetric/
UEP over symmetric/EEP: (b) Race, fading, (d) Race, AWGN, (f) Oldtimers, fading, (h) Oldtimers, AWGN.
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Fig. 11. Percentage of bit savings of the non-scalable MVC compared to the scalable MVC for symmetric/UEP and fading channels. (a) Race, (b) Oldtimers.

Table 2
Percentage of packet losses of the tested video bitstreams protected by
UEP over the flat Rayleigh fading channel.

Video name Non-scalable (%) Scalable (%)

BL EL BL and EL

Race 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.0000
Oldtimers 0.34 0.12 0.24 0.0006
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generates a noticeable error propagated throughout the GOP
[50], specifically for slices possessing high motion content.
However, when an EL packet is lost, an upsampled version of
the BL is used for error concealment at the decoder, which
perhaps causes a less noticeable error [50].

Table 2 shows the percentages of packets that are lost from
either the BL, EL, or both layers, for 2600 flat Rayleigh fading
channel realizations of all the tested SNR values and coher-
ence times. Results are given for both scalable MVC and non-
scalable MVC, where the encoded bit streams are protected
using the code rates obtained by the UEP approach. Consider-
ing ‘Race’ for example, we observe that 0.02% and 0.08% of the
packets are respectively lost from the BL and the EL. This
indicates that the majority of losses occur in the EL, whose
errors are concealed more effectively than ones in the BL. In
addition, we see that the percentage of BL losses is consider-
ably lower than that of the non-scalable losses. These obser-
vations suggest that scalability can perform better than non-
scalability in terms of subjective quality.
5. Conclusions

We addressed the joint source–channel coding problem
of a 3D video sent over AWGN and fading channels with the
goal of minimizing the total number of transmitted bits
while subject to video quality constraints. We considered
non-scalable MVC and a type of spatial-scalable MVC, and
both symmetric and asymmetric coding. The UEP approach
proposed here proved to be efficient at achieving this goal
when compared to EEP for all the scenarios considered,
where the average gains vary from 11.6% to 19.5%. Asym-
metric coding was also compared to symmetric coding.
Comparable gains were obtained for the non-scalable MVC
and scalable MVC, where the asymmetric/UEP gain over
symmetric/UEP and symmetric/EEP vary, respectively, from
36.1% to 38.3% and from 45.0% to 47.1%. We also showed
that although using scalability leads to an overhead com-
pared to non-scalable MVC, it may have an advantage in
terms of the subjective quality of the received video, since
most of the lost packets occur in the enhancement layer
whose errors are less noticeable to the human visual system
compared to the errors due to packets lost in the base layer.
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